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habitat of the human Self, the Monad, the God in man.
The third is called the Nirvanic or the Atmic, as the
highest spirit in man—Atma—as now constituted, functions
in it. The fourth is the Buddhic or the Intuitional world,
the world of the highest intuitions. The last two are also
called the spiritual planes, for there the man realises
himself as divine. The fifth, still more dense is called the
Manasic, the Intellectual, or the mental, the mind of man
being formed of the matter of that plane. The sixth is the
Astral or the emotional and passional world, because the
emotions and passions of man cause undulations in its
• matter; the seventh is the physical world, part only of
which we cognise with our senses. Of the above planes
the two highest cannot be touched by man at present, as
we have to be self-conscious only on the other five to
reach our goal as Perfect Men for our present age or
dispensation.
Each of these planes is again subdivided into seven
and has seven substates of matter.
Q. How is each plane subdivided and what are those
substates of matter ?
Ans. Each plane is divided into seven subdivisions,
th us having seven substates of matter.
The physical plane has seven subdivisions, repre-
sented by seven degrees of density of matter. Rising from
the gross to the subtle, the matter of those subdivisions is
called solid, liquid, gaseous, etheric, super-etheric, sub-
atomic, and atomic. The four finer kinds of matter are
made up of what is ordinarily called ether of four densities
or grades, ether itself being physical though invisible to the
normal human eye. All these substates of matter belong to
the physical plane only. The finest or the ultimate physical
atoms of the atomic subplane aggregate into what are

